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LIBERALISING THE INDIAN COTTON TRADE: AN EMPIRICAL

EVIDENCE FROM KARNATAKA*

T.S. UMAPATIlli, .N. KARAMATHULLAW, LALITI-I ACH0t1-12 AND B.M.
RAMACHANDRA REDDY'

ABSTRACT

An attempt to quantify the degree to which the domestic market for

1)CH-32 seed cotton is delinked from xvorld market prices due to government

regulation is examined. Comparative advantage is studied through the

estimation of nominal protection coefficients both under exportable and

importable hypotheses. The results show that the government policy had

descriminated against the cotton cultivators of the study area and implies that

DCH-32 seed cotton would he an efficient export crop.

Introduction

• The Uruguay round of GATT- has emphasised the relaxation of trade

barriers among countries for agricultural products. The, benefits from trade

through lowering of consumer prices concomitant with increased incentives
to the producers is well known. Increased liberalisation could have a

profolind impact on India's exports as India has comparative advantage in

cotton production.

Cotton is one of the most important cash crops grown in India which had
a profoupd influence on men and matters and considered to be an agricultural

r, and industrial commondity of world-wide importance. Among the cultivated

Plants which meet the material needs of man, cotton occupies an outstanding

id • Position by providing him the necessary raw material for cloth and till today,
it continues to rule as the "King of Apparel fibres". India is one of the leading

al countries in the world in cotton production. It ranked first in area (76.95 lakh

ha.) followed by China (65.15 lakh ha), U.S. (52.25 lakh ha) and Pakistan

(2831 lakh ha.) during the year 1991-92. But in pioduction, India ranks
Lai
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fourth (120.25 lakh bales of 170 kg each) after China (333.9 lakh bales).

U.S. (225.59 lakh bales) and Pakistan (128. 97 lakh bales).

In India. Karnataka ranked 6th in area. (5.83 .lakti ha.) and 8th in

production (8.93 lakh bales) during 1991-92, In Karnataka, Chitradurga

district is one of the major cotton growing districts with two large cotton

markets one at Davanagere and another at Chitradurga.

The arrivals of cotton, at Davanagere cotton market was of the order of

2, 21, 818 quintals during 1991-92 and it is one among the seven biggest

cotton markets in Karnataka. Cotton textile industry in India is the single

largest industry and provides en-iployment to around 12 .lakh people.

The trading; in cotton, both domestic and internatiOnal, is subject to

serveral government interventions. For example, the government imposes

quota restrictions on the exports of cotton and also stipulates minimum

export prices. In the domestic parket, government intervention starts with

the fixation of support prices for seed cotton followed by its procurement

in the open market by Cotton Corporation of India (CCI).
, ., •

This:paper.attempts to quantify the degree to. Which the domestic market

(Davang.ere) for OCH-32 seed cotton (kapas) during the recent 9 years \\ as
delinked from world 'market prices due to the inten' '.entiOn. Various studies

have been done in this regard namely Senaur (1985) on rice pricing policy

in Panairia, Mislita (1986) on protection policy for wheat and rice in India.

Jamal (1987) on cotton pricing policies pursued by Pakistan Government

and nature of its intervention in cotton trade, Gulati (1987) on trade pricing

policies with regard to Indian. seed cotton (Kapas). Gulati et. al., (1989) on

degree of distortion in trade pricing policies for five products viz., milk,

beef, wheat, apples and grapes in. Chile.

:This study adopts, the standard approach* of measuring comparative

advantage.throu'gh the estimation of nominal protection coefficient. This

coefficient is helpful to determine the extent to which the domestic prices

have deviated for the 'commodity from the international prices. This Would

shed light on whether a:country has comparative advantage in the production

of the commodity in a free trade scenario.

* The methodology has been developed on the lines suggested by Ashok Gulati (1987).
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Methodology

Data Base: The secondary data on the monthly domestic prices for

DCH-32 seed cotton sold at Davangere were collected for 9 years (1
983.-84

to 1991-92) from the records maintained at APMC- Davangere. The \\ orld

reference prices of comparable relevant Niariey for .DCH-32 seed 
cotton

(Giza-70) were collected from various issues of quarterly bulletin of

statistics published by Food and Agricultural Organisation (FAO). Mar
itime

freight rates were collected from the FAO trade.year book. The pri
ces of

DCH-32 cotton lint at Bombay market were collected from the issues o
f the

cotton annual (1983 to 1992) published by the Cotton Corporation of Ind
ia.

Domestic prices of cotton .sccd were collected from Indian cotton annu
al.

The nominal protection coefficient (NPC) of seed cotton is defined as

the ratio of the domestic price of cotton to the comparable world refere
nce

price of the relevant variety under consideration.

Symbolically NPC = DP/RP

Where

NPC = Nominal protection coefficient

DP = Domestic price of cotton

RP =-- Reference price of the relevzint variety of cotton i.e.. whzit

the farmer would have received in free trade

Nominal pratection coefficients of seed cotton are calculated under two

alternative hypothescss(a) when foreign cotton is a substitute for domestic

cotton and the two are expected to compete at Bombay (Importable

Hypothesis) and (b) when domestic cotton is an exportable commodity
 and

competes with foreign cotton in some foregin country. in this case
 japan

(Exportable Hypothesis).

A few assumptions are made while estimating the N PC's for seed

cotton.

a) seed cotton as such is not imported or exported, rather internat
ional

trade is primarily in cotton lint and some times in cotton seeds.
 but

separately. So, seed cotton is a joint product and hence estimat
ing it's NPCs

amounts to the calculation of NPCs of both cotton lint and seeds.
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b) More basic problem, perhaps_ lies in choosing the appropriate variety
of .cotton from domestic and internatonal markets so that the principle of
"like is compared with like" is upheld.

In this study, DCH-32 (with staple length ranging between 33mm to
37-mm) was selected from the domestic (Davangere) market. It belongs to
the extralong staple group by Indian stalidard.

In order to select the variety of cotton marketed at international markets,
which is comparable to Indian DCH-32 cotton, a guide broughtout by East
India Cotton Association (EICA) was referred and found that DCH-32 being -
widely grown in Karnataka: and Maharashtra, having staple length between
33mm to 37mm, micronaire 2.5 to 3.0 and spinning counts of 60s to 80s is
comparable to Giza-70 which is an Egyptian cotton.

The first requirement of estimation of NCPs is the calculation of
reference prices of relevant variety of foreign cotton under both importable
and exportable hypotheses. These arc derived as follows:

Commodity Review and F.A.O. Publication (Anonymous) contains cif
(Liverpool) prices for various internationally significant varieties of cotton.
In comparing DCH-32 with Giza-70, the maritime freight from North
Europe to North Africa was deducted and that from North Africa to India
was added. in Cif (Liverpool) prices of Giza-70'. This provides the Cif
( Bombay) price of Giza-70. Similar information was obtained for cotton
seeds'. The cif price of a quintal of relevant foreign cotton (Giza-70) is
added to the cif price of 190.3 kg of cotton seeds. From the resulting value,
the domestic processing cost. marketing costs and the trading margins
incurred in transacting 294 kg of seed cotton (kapas) in terms of equivalent
lint .and cotton seed are deducted3. The assumption underlying this
calculation is that of ginning percentage of 34 and loss percentage of 1.3
which happens invariably due to wastage during ginning and pressing
process and moisture loss. •

The figure resulting therefrom is the reference price of 294 kg of seed
cotton (kapas) of the relevant variety under importable hypothesis. Dividing
the domestic wholesale prices of seed cotton by the reference prices of
comparable foreign cotton, one obtains the NPCs of seed cotton under
importable hypothesis (table 1),



Table 1. Estimation of Nominal Protection Coefficients of
 Seed Cotton (Kapas) DCI1-32 (Importable Hypothesis)

Particulars Unit 1983-84 84-85 85.-86 86-87 87-88 88-89 89-90 90-91 91-92

• 1. Price of Giza-70 cotton $/Q 365.59 368.24 .324.58 319.73 423.36 544.64 568.01 540.01 368.24

lint (CIF N. Europe) •

(Dec-Apr) •

2. Minus freight from

. N. Europe to N. Africa $/Q 12.54 . 12,54 12,54 10.35 11.70. 19.80 19.10 18.65 . 18.65

3. Plus fright from SIQ • 11.14 . 11.14 11.14 9.41 11.87 14.52 16.70 16.89 13.98

N. Africal to India....................

4 CIF price in Bombay S/Q 364.19 3.66.84 323.18 318.79 423.53 539.36 565.61 538.47 363.57

(Dec-Apr.)

5.'11:change rate $ Rs 10.70 12.52 12.25 12.97 13.01 14.87 • 17.84 18.48 24.7f

(Dec-Apr)

6. CIF price of Giza-70 lint Rs/Q 3896.83 4592.84 • 3958.96 4115.58 5510.13 8020.28 9920.80 9950.93 8983.82

in Bombay (Row4xRow5)

(Dec-Apr)

7. CIF price of 190.3ka. of Rs/kg 418.39 327.60 248.49 248.11 251.32 345.85 391.33 419.36 560.76

cotton seed at Bombay



8. CII: price of 100ku. of Rs 4315.22 4920.44 . -4207.45 43559 5761:95 8366.13 10312.13 10370.29 95.44.67
Giza- 70 lint and 190.3
kg of imported cotton
seed (R:w6+Row7)

9. Minus procesing Rs/294 553..68 • 485.57 76/.31 460.70 P49.66 791.73 1630.45 1554.6() • 2441.67
marketing costs and
trading margins kg
for 294 kg. of.kapas in terms
of lint and seed

10: • Value o!294 kg: of Rs/294 3761.54 4434.87 3445.13 3893.89 4512.29 6574.40 8681.68. 8815.69 7102.'1
Giza70 kapas at. kg
Davangere.

11,. Price of DC1-1-32 seed Rs/Q 636.00 564.00 473.80 668.4(1 )52.20 828.80 810.80 991.80 1494.2()
cotton at Davangere.

12. NPC of DCH-32 Seed 0.50 0.37 . 0.40 • 0.51 0.62 0.37 0)8 0.33 0.62
cotton (Row .11x2.94/ Row 10)
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- Almost a similar exercise is performed under exportable hypothesis

with a minor change with regard to the adjustment of maritime freight. This

is because under the exportable hypothesis. the underlying assumption is

that DCH-32 cotton competes with .foreign cotton at some foreign land

(Japan) while under importable hypothesis, the two cottons compete at

Bombay. Thus the reference .price under exportable hypothesis equals cif

price of foreign cotton minus maritime freight from North Europe to North

Africa plus freight from North Africa to Japan minus freight and insurance

from Japan to Bombay minus domestic processing costs. marketing costs.

and trading margins. Dividing the domestic prices of seed cotton (kapas) by

the derived reference prices, we obtain NPCs of seed cotton under exportable

hypothesis (Table 2).

Results and Discussion

The co-efficients obtained under importable hypothesis .(Table 1)

indicate a situation of disprotection to DCH- 32 seed cotton. 'The degree of

discrimination is greater in the \ 'ear 1989-90 and lower during the years

1987-88 and 1991-92. However, in all the years, the coefficients were below.

unity and indicate that the growers of DCH-32 seed cotton are disprotected

or in effect taxed on the pricing front compared to the free trade situation.

This implies that the domestic prices were far below the international prices.

Thus, these results indicate that DCH-32 seed cotton sold at Davangere is

an efficient and an excellent import substitute. Hence even if the import

restrictions in cotton are removed, domestic cotton would be able to

withstand the global competition effectively.

The estimates of NPCs in Table 2. viewed from another angle. also

suggest that DCH-32 seed cotton is an efficient export crop. The degree of

disprotection is lower in the year 1991-92 followed by 1987-88. The degree
of disprotection is greater in the year 1989-90 having NPC of 0.28. In

general, in all the years. NPCs were lower than unity and thus imply that

DCH-32 seed cotton is disprotected or in effect taxed compared to the

situation that wOuld have prevailed under free trade.

Thus it is found that Indian DCH-32.cotton is disprotected both under

exportable and importable hypotheses and prices that the cultivators of
cotton (DCH-32) received were very low compared to the prices prevailing
at world market. The lower prices at domestic market would be attributed
to the supply and demand forecs acting in the market, monopsonic trade



Table 2. Estimation of Nominal Protection•Coefticients of Seed Cotton (Kapas) DC11-32 Importable .Hypothesis)

Particulars Unit 1983.-84 84-85, . 85-86 86-87 87-88 88-89 89:-90 90-91 . 91-92

1 . Price of Giza 70 cotton $/Q 365.59 368.24 .324.58 319.73 _ 423 36 544.64 • 568.01 , 540.01 368.24

lint (CIF 14,‘ Europe) . ..•

(Dec Apr)

2. Minus freight from
N. Europe to N. Africa $/Q 12.54 11.54 12.54 . 10.35. 11.70 19.80 19.10 .18.65 . 18.65

3. Plus fright from $/Q 20.00- . 2038. 1990 18.99 22.6 26.20 28.81 28.73 26.41

N. AfriCal to Japan.

4. Minus freight and Insura $/Q 12.52 12.97 . 12.01 -11.88, 15.26. 17.13 17.79 17.2.4 16.11

nce from Bombay to Japan

5. FOB price of Giza 70 $/Q 360.53 .363.11 319.93 .315.59 419.'3.4 533.91 559.193 533.07 359.89

in Bombay

6. Exhange rate (Dec -Apr) $=--Rs • 10.70 12.52 12..25.. 12.97 0.01_ 14.87 17.84 18.48 24.71

7. FOB price of Giza 70 Rs/Q 3857.67 4546.14 3919.14 4074.27 5455,0. 7939.2.4 9.989.15 9851.13 8892.88

cotton lint at Bombay
(Row5tRow6)

•••1



-17FOB price of cotton Rs 348.15 245.41 168.07 169..54 17i.29 204.02 234.36 253.569 339.04 •-

seed (1903. kg) •

9. FOB price of 100kg. of Rs 4315.22 4920.44 4207.45 • .4356.59 5761.95 8366.13 10312.13 10370.29 9544.67

Giza- 70 cotton lint and
190.3kg Qt cotton seed
(Roy%.,7+Row8)

10. Minus proceOng, 4s/294 553.68 485.57 762.32 462.70 1 -49.66. - 1791.73 • 1630.45 1554.60 2441.67

marketing costs and

trading margins - kg

for 294 kg. of kapas. in terms

14. Reference price for • Rs/Q 1242.22 1464:62 1130:92 1286.09 1491.06 2160.38 2922.31 2968..19 2309.61

exportable seed Cotton
DCH-32 (Row9-Row 10/ 2.94)

12. Price of DCH-32 seed Rs/Q

cotton at Davangere.

13..NPC of DCH-'32 Seed
cotton (Row 12/ Row 11)

of lint and seed '

.0.51.

636.00 564M0 473.80 668.40. 952.20 828.80 810.80 .991.80 . 1494.20

0.39 0.42 6.52 0.64 0.38 0.28 0.34 . • 0.65



situation in the market, lack of consistent Government policies in upholding

• Oki interests of the cultivators, etc.

The possibility of differences in quality of cotton traded at domestic and

international markets Nvh ich would have contributed to the lower prices in

the domestic market cannot be ruled out. Thus there is an urgent need to

upgrade the quality of Indian cotton through research to remain competitive

in the world market.

• Conclusiao

The nominal protection coefficients of DCH- 32 seed cotton (1983-84

to 1991-92) under both exportable and importable hypotheses suggests the

existence of discrimination against cotton cultivators of the study area. The

N PCs x\ ere found to be much below unity and implied that DCH-32 seed

cotton would be an efficient export crop as well as an efficient import

substitute. So effective and suitable changes in the' Government export

policies as yell as domestic supportive measures with regard to improving

the quality of cotton, would go a long way to ensure higher price for their

produce. This would act as a stimulus for the cotton revolution in the country

and to earn valuable foreign exchange.

In the light of the foregoing, the view of Gulati (1987) is relevant that

a neglect or delay in taking decisions would results in the loss of huge

potential economic gains to the country which hinder the march towards

. progress. Technological breakthrough in cotton has offered this opportunity

which demands quick and rational policy changes to support the industry.

Notes

1. In case of Giza-70 comparision with DCH-32, maritime freight rates

are estimated as follows.

The actual freight* rates for cotton bales from US to Japan and US to

North Europe for 1983-84 are available. These are projected for other years

on the basis of freight rate index numbers compiled from the freight rates for

wheat (FAO Trade year book). The freight rate from US to India is assumed

to be 1.4 times that from US to Japan. The freight rate from US to Japan is

assumed to be equal to that from Indian to Japan.

Two prices are considered in the analysis. The domestic or spot market

price is the wholesale price prevailing in Davangere and border price namely
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the cif price is the' price prevailing at international borders. The one which
is prevailing at the exporting country's border is referred to as free On board
(fob) price and the other prevailing' at the importing country's border is
referred to as cif price as it includes cost,, insurance and freight of the
commodity.

2. The detailed information on cotton seeds especially on it's variety
specific international prices is not available as international trading in this
conllnodity is very scanty. But we have the cotton seed prices prevailing in
the US markets during 1980-81 to 1986-87, In order to obtain fob (US, Gulf)
price of cotton seed, an approximate expenditure of 3 per cent towards fob
expenses is added in US domestic price of cotton seed. The prices for the
years 1987-88 to 1991-92 are assumed to be s. ame as that prevailing during
the years 1985-86.

Maritime freight from US gulf to India is assumed to be roughly 15 per
cent higher than what existed for wheat (FAO trade year book) during 1980.
This is because (a) cotton seed is lighter and more voluminous. (b) it's
shipments are in smaller quantities.

3. The processing costs, marketing costs and trading margins are
derived by deducting the value of 294 'kg of seed cotton (kapas) in the
primary market from the total value of 100 kg of lint in the secondary market
(Ex-Bombay) and of 190.3 kg of cotton seed (MSCCGMF). The processing
costs basically include ginning and pressing charges along with the
accompanying incidentals: marketing costs include market cess, purchase
overheads, labour charges, storage and transport charges, octroi etc.. and the
rest is trading margin.
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